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Outline

• Possible new neutrino interactions and oscillations

• Solar

• Atmospheric

• Long-baseline 

• Collider constraints

• Other considerations: stars Time permitting
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Generalizing Fermi

LNSI = −2
√
2GF �fPαβ (ναγ

ρνβ)(fγρPf)

Neutrino Flavor f =SM fermion 
P=L,R 

Laid the foundation for the MSW effect and pointed out 
that NSI can modify neutrino propagation.
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• Lots of NSI papers since

• Hundreds in the last ten years alone

• The motivation here is to outline some 
physics arguments, not to give a complete 
review of the subject
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Simplifying framework

• Following Wolfenstein, let’s suppose new flavor-changing interactions

• For clarity, just a single term: a flavor changing qqνeντ interaction

• subdominant to the SM weak interactions

• Effective low-energy interaction, can be due to many different kinds of 
underlying physics 

−

H
f lav

mat =
√

2GF ne




1 0 |εeτ | e

−iδν

0 0 0
|εeτ | e

iδν 0 0





where G is the Fermi constant, n is the number density of
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where level jumping can take place is narrow, defined
by A ! ! [21]. A neutrino produced at a lower den-
sity evolves adiabatically, while a neutrino produced
at a higher density may undergo level crossing. The
probability Pc in the latter case is given to a very good
accuracy by the formula for the linear profile, with an
appropriate gradient taken along the neutrino trajec-
tory,

(12)Pc ! "(A " !)e"# (cos2$rel+1)/2,

where "(x) is the step function, "(x) = 1 for x > 0
and "(x) = 0 otherwise. We emphasize that our
results differ from the similar ones given in [5,22]
in three important respects: (i) they are valid for all,
not just small values of % (which is essential for our
application), (ii) they include the angle &, and (iii) the
argument of the " function does not contain cos2$ ,
as follows from [21]. We stress that for large values of
% and & ! '/2 adiabaticity is violated for large values
of $ .
Finally, to get an idea on the size of the day/night

asymmetry, ADN # 2(N " D)/(N + D), (here D(N)
denotes the (e flux at the detector during the day
(night)) we can model the Earth as a sufficiently long
(compared to the oscillation length) object of constant
density. For 8B neutrino energies, this is appropriate
for )m2 ! (3–5) $ 10"5 eV2. Introducing a small
parameter x% # A/!, where A is evaluated for a
typical density inside the Earth, we find, to the first
order in x%,

ADN ! x% sin 2$

(13)$ cos2% sin 2$ + cos2& sin 2% cos2$
"[cos2$&(1" 2Pc)]"1 " cos2$ .

We verified that Eq. (13) gives a good agreement with
precise numerical calculations for ne ! 1.6 mol/cm3.
For the lower )m2 region allowed by KamLAND,
)m2 ! (1–3) $ 10"5 eV2, the oscillation length is
comparable to the size of the Earth, however, the
averaging in Eq. (13) still applies to a signal integrated
over the zenith angle.
In Fig. 1 we plot the neutrino survival probabil-

ity as a function of energy for several representative
values of the NSI parameters. We take )m2 and $

corresponding to the best-fit LMA point and choose
the production point to be at r = 0.1R&. Curve (1) is
the standard interaction case, given for reference. The

Fig. 1. The electron neutrino survival probability and the day/night
asymmetry as a function of energy for )m2 = 7 $ 10"5 eV2,
tan2 $ = 0.4 and several representative values of the NSI para-
meters: (1) *u

11 = *d
11 = *u

12 = *d
12 = 0; (2) *u

11 = *d
11 = "0.008,

*u
12 = *d

12 = "0.06; (3) *u
11 = *d

11 = "0.044, *u
12 = *d

12 = 0.14;
(4) *u

11 = *d
11 = "0.044, *u

12 = *d
12 = "0.14. Recall that the pa-

rameters in Eq. (5) equal *ij = *u
ij nu/ne + *d

ij nd/ne .

other three curves represent the three qualitatively dif-
ferent regimes that are of interest to us. In the follow-
ing we illustrate them in connectionwith observations.
For definiteness, we consider real values of *12, both
positive (& = 0) and negative (& = '/2). As is clear
from Eq. (6), complex values (0 < & < '/2) interpo-
late between these two cases.

3. Analysis of data

We now turn to the comparison of the NSI pre-
dictions with observations. To do this, we perform a
best fit analysis of the solar neutrino and KamLAND
data along the lines of Refs. [23,24]. In particular, so-
lar data include the radiochemical rates [25–28], the
SK ES zenith-spectra [29], the SNO day–night spectra
[30–32] measured in phase-I and the SNO rates mea-
sured in phase-II [33]. For consistency, the NC rate
prediction for SNO is treated as a free parameter be-
cause it is affected by an unknown change in the ax-
ial coupling of the quarks that could accompany the
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Solar neutrinos, 2012

SNO 3-phase analysis 2011; our fit
Similar story with Borexino, SuperK; see Palazzo, PRD 2011

pep

NSI

Std. MSW
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Atmospheric neutrinos

• A.F., Lunardini, Maltoni, PRD 2004;        
A.F., Lunardini, PRD 2005

• The same e-τ NSI shows up in 
atm. neutrinos at SuperK

• Data over 5 decades in 
energy! But energies not well-
resolved

• εeτ up to ~0.5 allowed, even 
without special cancellations

• Weaker than solar

3

the !µ! !! ! oscillations, though dependent on the matter
angle ", are independent of the absolute size of the NSI.
As already mentioned, these oscillations have the same
dependence on the neutrino energy and on the distance
L as vacuum oscillations and therefore mimic their e!ect
in the distortion of the neutrino energy spectrum and of
the zenith angle distribution. More specifically, we get
the oscillation probability:

P (!µ" !! !) = sin2 2#m sin2["m2
mL/(4E")] , (7)

where the e!ective mixing and mass square splitting are
derived to be

"m2
m = "m2

!

(c2#(1 + c2
$) # s2

$)2/4 + (s2#c$)2
"1/2

,

tan 2#m = 2s2#c$/(c2#(1 + c2
$) # s2

$) . (8)

If NSI are present, but not included in the data analy-
sis, a fit of the highest energy atmospheric data, i.e. the
through-going muon ones, would give "m2

m and #m in-
stead of the corresponding vacuum quantities. If we fix
a set of NSI and – to reproduce the no-NSI case – re-
quire that #m $ $/4 and "m2

m $ 2.5 · 10!3 eV2, from
Eqs. (8) we get that the vacuum mixing would not be
maximal; in particular we have cos 2# $ s2

$/(1 + c2
$) and

"m2 $ "m2
m(1 + cos!2 ")/2.

In the intermediate energy range, E % 1 # 10 GeV,
when matter and vacuum terms are comparable, the re-
duction to a two-neutrino system is not possible, and the
problem does not allow a simple analytical treatment.
The neutrino conversion probability in this energy range
depends on the sign of the neutrino mass hierarchy (nor-
mal, "m2 > 0, or inverted, "m2 < 0). At the sub-GeV
energies, we expect vacuum-domination, and therefore
small deviations with respect to vacuum oscillations [23].

Finally, we observe that for #13 = 0, "m" = 0, as has
been assumed here, there is no sensitivity to %, the phase
of &e! [24]. This is unlike the case of the solar neutrinos,
where % plays a crucial role [4]. Corrections due to #13

and "m" &= 0 break the phase degeneracy and will be
presented elsewhere [7].

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We performed a quantitative analysis of the atmo-
spheric neutrino data with five parameters: two “vac-
uum” ones, ("m2, #), and three NSI quantities (&ee, &e!

, &!!). The goodness-of-fit for a given point is deter-
mined by performing a fit to the data. We use the
complete 1489-day charged current Super-Kamiokande
phase I data set [15], including the e-like and µ-like data
samples of sub- and multi-GeV contained events (each
grouped into 10 bins in zenith angle) as well as the stop-
ping (5 angular bins) and through-going (10 angular bins)
upgoing muon data events. This amounts to a total of
55 data points. For the calculation of the expected rates
we use the new three-dimensional atmospheric neutrino

fluxes given in Ref. [16]. The statistical analysis of the
data follows the appendix of Ref. [3].

The results of the K2K experiment have been included.
Their addition has a minimal impact on our results, pro-
viding some constraint at high "m2. The details of the
K2K analysis can be found in Sec. 2.2 of Ref. [17].

−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1
!

!

e"

""

0

0.5

1 !ee=−0.15

FIG. 1: A 2-D section (!ee= !0.15) of the allowed region of
the NSI parameters (shaded). We assumed !m2

! = 0 and
"13 = 0, and marginalized over " and !m2. The dashed con-
tours indicate our analytical predictions. See text for details.

Upon scanning the parameter space and marginalizing
over "m2 and # we obtain the three-dimensional allowed
region in the space (&ee, &e! , &!!). As an illustration, in
Fig. 1 we show a section of this region by the plane &ee=
#0.15 (the choice motivated by the solar analysis in [4]).
The '2 minimum occurs at &e!= 0.07, &!!= 0.01; the
value at the minimum, '2

min = 48.50, is virtually the
same as at the origin (no NSI), '2

orig = 48.57. The shaded
regions correspond, from the innermost contour, to '2 #
'2

min ' 7.81, 11.35, and 18.80. They represent the 95%,
99%, and 3.6( confidence levels (C.L.) for three degrees
of freedom (d.o.f.). The last contour also corresponds to
the 95% C.L. for 50 d.o.f.. For the purpose of hypothesis
testing this means that a theory which gives NSI outside
of this region should be rejected.

The dashed-dotted parabola illustrates the condition
of zero eigenvalue, Eq. (6); the two outer curves give
the predicted bound according to Eq. (5). For both,
the agreement between the theory and numerical results
is quite convincing. Moreover, we have verified that
the agreement remains very good for &ee in the range
#0.7 <&ee< 0.3 [7]. For the case when only &e! is non-
zero we find the bounds | &e! | < 0.38 at 99% C.L. and
| &e! | < 0.5 at 3.6(.

The extent of the allowed region along the parabola is
beyond the scope of our analytical treatment. Indeed,
since at high energy the leading NSI e!ect is canceled by
construction, the fit quality is determined by subdomi-
nant NSI e!ects in all energy samples. Remarkably, these
e!ects are rather small, especially for the inverted mass
hierarchy, where the region '2 # '2

min ' 7.81 extends up

See Gonzalez-Garcia, Maltoni, Salvado,
arXiv:1103.4365v2 for a recent update
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Long Baseline

• arXiv:1207.6642

LA-UR-12-22243

Searching for Novel Neutrino Interactions at NOνA and Beyond in Light of Large θ13

Alexander Friedland∗ and Ian M. Shoemaker†
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We examine the prospects of probing nonstandard interactions (NSI) of neutrinos in the e− τ sector with
upcoming long-baseline νµ → νe oscillation experiments. First conjectured decades ago, neutrino NSI remain
of great interest, especially in light of the recent 8B solar neutrino measurements by SNO, Super-Kamiokande,
and Borexino. We observe that the recent discovery of large θ13 implies that long-baseline experiments have
considerable NSI sensitivity, thanks to the interference of the standard and new physics conversion amplitudes.
In particular, in some parts of NSI parameter space, the upcoming NOνA experiment will be sensitive enough
to see ∼ 3σ deviations from the SM-only hypothesis. On the flip side, NSI introduce important ambiguities
in interpreting NOνA results as measurements of CP-violation, the mass hierarchy and the octant of θ23. In
particular, observed CP violation could be due to a phase coming from NSI, rather than the vacuum Hamiltonian.
The proposed LBNE experiment, with its longer ∼ 1300 km baseline, may break many of these interpretative
degeneracies.

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq,26.65.+t, 25.30.Pt,13.15.+g,14.60.St

I. INTRODUCTION

“The effect of coherent forward scattering must
be taken into account when considering the oscil-
lations of neutrinos traveling through matter. In
particular [. . . ] oscillations can occur in matter
if the neutral current has an off-diagonal piece
connecting different neutrino types. Applications
discussed are solar neutrinos and a proposed
experiment involving transmission of neutrinos
through 1000 km of rock."

Though the above quote could easily have been written
this year, or even applied to the present paper, it was writ-
ten presciently in 1978 by Lincoln Wolfenstein in his semi-
nal paper on the effects of matter on neutrino oscilations [1].
Although originally proposed as an alternative to mass in-
duced oscillations [1–4], beyond-the-Standard-Model (BSM)
neutrino-quark interactions remain a phenomenological possi-
bility (e.g., [5–17]) that can produce potentially observable ef-
fects in oscillation experiments. Three decades after the above
quote was written, we have finally reached the era of 1000 km
experiments, with several years of data collected at MINOS,
NOνA launching next year, and LBNE on the drawing board.

Our goal in this paper is to gauge the sensitivity of these
experiments to NSI, in light of what has become known
about neutrino oscillations over the last decade. We delib-
erately choose to avoid a full analysis that scans over many
couplings with different flavor combinations and consider
a simplified framework with only one effective flavor off-
diagonal piece connecting electron- and tau-type neutrinos,
L ⊃ −2

√
2 ε f

eτ GF
�

f γµ f νeγµ ντ
�
+ h.c., where f = u,d,e.

We will see that this framework nonetheless reveals a rich
spectrum of physical possibilities. Importantly, εeτ has its own

∗Electronic address: friedland@lanl.gov
†Electronic address: ianshoe@lanl.gov

CP-violating phase and can lead to ambiguity in interpreting
the searches of CP-violation and the mass hierarchy.

As a first illustration, let us examine the effect this one pa-
rameter can have on the solar electron neutrino survival prob-
ability, P(νe → νe). The standard large mixing angle (LMA)
MSW solution makes a definite prediction for how this prob-
ability varies as a function of the neutrino energy, Eν . This
prediction is shown as a dashed line in Fig. 1, with the gray
band around it coming from the uncertainty on the standard
oscillation parameters. Both are taken from [18]. Also taken
from [18] is the allowed region of this probability inferred
from all three stages of SNO data, as labeled in Fig. 1. At
low energies, we also include the survival probabilities of pp

!"!

NSI

Std. MSW

FIG. 1: Recent SNO solar neutrino data [18] on P(νe → νe) (blue line
with 1 σ band). The LMA MSW solution (dashed black curve with
gray 1 σ band) appears divergent around a few MeV, whereas for
NSI with εeτ = 0.4 (thick magenta), the electron neutrino probability
appears to fit the data better. The data points come from the recent
Borexino paper [19].
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Interference of amplitudes

• Two channels, solar and atmospheric; NSI amplitude appears in both

Interference of the large theta13 term with the NSI term dramatically 
enhances the sensitivity!

• NSI has its own CV-violating phase; interference depends on the relative 
phases!

P (νµ → νe) �
����G1 sin θ23

exp(i∆1L)− 1

∆1
−G2 cos θ23

exp(i∆2L)− 1

∆2

����
2

,

A.F. ,C. Lunardini, PRD (2006); A.F., I. Shoemaker, arXiv:1207.6642

G1 �
√
2GFNe|�eτ |eiδν cos θ23 +∆ sin 2θ13e

iδ,

G2 �
√
2GFNe|�eτ |eiδν sin θ23 −∆⊙ sin 2θ12.
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Relevant scales

• Assuming

• For standard physics, the solar term is 0.1 of atm. Upon interference, ~20% 
modulation (hence, search for CP requires precision)

• Assuming NSI εeτ ~0.2, roughly motivated by the solar spectral data, we have

• Atm > NSI > solar

4
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FIG. 2: Here we examine MINOS sensitivity to NSI in the nor-
mal (upper panel) and inverted hierarchy (lower). The lighter re-
gion comes from varying the vacuum phase δ with SM physics only,
while the darker regions come from including NSI with |εeτ | = 0.4
and varying the NSI phase with the vacuum phase set to zero.

to [12] we have taken only |εeτ | nonzero and restored explic-
itly the phases of both the vacuum and the NSI pieces. For
typical energies Eν = 2 GeV, θ23 = π/4, and θ13 = 8.7◦, the
relevant parameters in the problem are

∆sin2θ13 = 0.87×10−13 eV, (6)√
2GF ne cosθ23 = 0.76×10−13 eV, (7)

∆⊙ sin2θ12 = 0.09×10−13 eV. (8)

The physics behind the general form of Eq. (3) can be
understood as follows. The νµ → νe conversion amplitude
receives contributions from two frequencies, related to the
“atmospheric” (∆1 � 2∆) and the smaller “matter” (∆2 �
−
√

2GF ne) splittings (the “solar” ∆⊙ is smaller still and is
for simplicity neglected). In the standard case (no NSI), the
term ∆sin2θ13eiδ drives the conversion νµ → νe with the at-
mospheric oscillation frequency, as captured by the G1 term
in Eq. (3). The smaller off-diagonal “solar” term ∆⊙ sin2θ12,
captured by the G2 term, also drives the transition, but with a
smaller frequency, ∆2.

The standard CP violation search is based on the interfer-
ence of the terms in Eqs. (6) and (8). The magnitude of in-

terference is dictated by the phase δ , which is responsible for
CP violation, and by the oscillation phases, arg

�
ei∆1,2L −1

�
,

in the two channels. Furthermore, since the solar term (8) is
an order of magnitude smaller than the atmospheric one, CP
violation appears as a subleading effect, modifying the lead-
ing probability due to Eq. (6) by at most ∼ 20% (when the
interference is maximally constructive or destructive). Its ob-
servation thus requires sufficient experimental precision.

The presence of nonzero εeτ NSI modifies the amplitudes
of both channels. Physically, ordinary oscillations generate
ντ , which εeτ then converts into νe. With |εeτ | of order 0.2-
0.4 and Eν ∼ 2 GeV, the hierarchy of terms in Eqs. (6,7,8)
becomes: atm > NSI > sol. Thus, the expected NSI effect is
still subleading, but in general larger than the standard signal
of CP violation. The observable effect of NSI then depends at
leading order on the relative phase δν −δ . As an illustration,
when this relative phase is zero and |εeτ |= 0.2, one expects a
∼ 30% enhancement on top of the leading atmospheric prob-
ability.

We finish this section with two important corollaries to the
above discussion. First, since ordinary oscillations form the
necessary first stage of the conversion, at high neutrino energy
Eν , the νe → νµ conversion probability goes to zero even in
the presence of nonzero εeτ . Thus, while naively one might
expect nonstandard matter effects to be cleanly manifested
at high energies1, this is not so for εeτ . The best energy to
probe εeτ in νµ → νe conversion is at the appearance maxi-
mum. Thus, NOνA (and and its proposed successor, LBNE)
are suitable experiments to look for this type of new physics.

The second observation is that the recent measurement of
large θ13 is crucial in giving MINOS, NOνA, and LBNE sen-
sitivity to NSI, since the NSI-driven conversion interferes with
the “standard” amplitude driven by θ13. As an illustration,
consider the fact that with θ13 = 0 and |εeτ | = 0.2 this prob-
ability at NOνA is below 0.005, even with constructive NSI-
solar interference. This signal is certainly below the sensitiv-
ity reach of the next generation of long-baseline experiments.
To get an observable signal at MINOS, P

�
νµ → νe

�
∼ 0.05,

with θ13 = 0 requires large NSI, |εeτ | ≈ 0.9 [12]. Since in
the past year the value of θ13 was measured to be sufficiently
large, it is time to revisit the sensitivity of MINOS to NSI.

III. MINOS

Of the long-baseline oscillation experiments that already
have data, MINOS provides the best sensitivity to NSI. This is
due to their relatively long baseline and the resolution of their
P(νµ → νe) measurements. In fact, as we show below, the
νe appearance search by MINOS [39] has already started ap-
proaching the region of the parameter space favored by solar
data.

We begin by asking what the NSI sensitivity of MINOS is in

1 Which is indeed true for, e.g., εµτ . In that case, one expects νµ → ντ
conversion at high energy.
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FIG. 2: Here we examine MINOS sensitivity to NSI in the nor-
mal (upper panel) and inverted hierarchy (lower). The lighter re-
gion comes from varying the vacuum phase δ with SM physics only,
while the darker regions come from including NSI with |εeτ | = 0.4
and varying the NSI phase with the vacuum phase set to zero.

to [12] we have taken only |εeτ | nonzero and restored explic-
itly the phases of both the vacuum and the NSI pieces. For
typical energies Eν = 2 GeV, θ23 = π/4, and θ13 = 8.7◦, the
relevant parameters in the problem are

∆sin2θ13 = 0.87×10−13 eV, (6)√
2GF ne cosθ23 = 0.76×10−13 eV, (7)

∆⊙ sin2θ12 = 0.09×10−13 eV. (8)

The physics behind the general form of Eq. (3) can be
understood as follows. The νµ → νe conversion amplitude
receives contributions from two frequencies, related to the
“atmospheric” (∆1 � 2∆) and the smaller “matter” (∆2 �
−
√

2GF ne) splittings (the “solar” ∆⊙ is smaller still and is
for simplicity neglected). In the standard case (no NSI), the
term ∆sin2θ13eiδ drives the conversion νµ → νe with the at-
mospheric oscillation frequency, as captured by the G1 term
in Eq. (3). The smaller off-diagonal “solar” term ∆⊙ sin2θ12,
captured by the G2 term, also drives the transition, but with a
smaller frequency, ∆2.

The standard CP violation search is based on the interfer-
ence of the terms in Eqs. (6) and (8). The magnitude of in-

terference is dictated by the phase δ , which is responsible for
CP violation, and by the oscillation phases, arg

�
ei∆1,2L −1

�
,

in the two channels. Furthermore, since the solar term (8) is
an order of magnitude smaller than the atmospheric one, CP
violation appears as a subleading effect, modifying the lead-
ing probability due to Eq. (6) by at most ∼ 20% (when the
interference is maximally constructive or destructive). Its ob-
servation thus requires sufficient experimental precision.

The presence of nonzero εeτ NSI modifies the amplitudes
of both channels. Physically, ordinary oscillations generate
ντ , which εeτ then converts into νe. With |εeτ | of order 0.2-
0.4 and Eν ∼ 2 GeV, the hierarchy of terms in Eqs. (6,7,8)
becomes: atm > NSI > sol. Thus, the expected NSI effect is
still subleading, but in general larger than the standard signal
of CP violation. The observable effect of NSI then depends at
leading order on the relative phase δν −δ . As an illustration,
when this relative phase is zero and |εeτ |= 0.2, one expects a
∼ 30% enhancement on top of the leading atmospheric prob-
ability.

We finish this section with two important corollaries to the
above discussion. First, since ordinary oscillations form the
necessary first stage of the conversion, at high neutrino energy
Eν , the νe → νµ conversion probability goes to zero even in
the presence of nonzero εeτ . Thus, while naively one might
expect nonstandard matter effects to be cleanly manifested
at high energies1, this is not so for εeτ . The best energy to
probe εeτ in νµ → νe conversion is at the appearance maxi-
mum. Thus, NOνA (and and its proposed successor, LBNE)
are suitable experiments to look for this type of new physics.

The second observation is that the recent measurement of
large θ13 is crucial in giving MINOS, NOνA, and LBNE sen-
sitivity to NSI, since the NSI-driven conversion interferes with
the “standard” amplitude driven by θ13. As an illustration,
consider the fact that with θ13 = 0 and |εeτ | = 0.2 this prob-
ability at NOνA is below 0.005, even with constructive NSI-
solar interference. This signal is certainly below the sensitiv-
ity reach of the next generation of long-baseline experiments.
To get an observable signal at MINOS, P

�
νµ → νe

�
∼ 0.05,

with θ13 = 0 requires large NSI, |εeτ | ≈ 0.9 [12]. Since in
the past year the value of θ13 was measured to be sufficiently
large, it is time to revisit the sensitivity of MINOS to NSI.

III. MINOS

Of the long-baseline oscillation experiments that already
have data, MINOS provides the best sensitivity to NSI. This is
due to their relatively long baseline and the resolution of their
P(νµ → νe) measurements. In fact, as we show below, the
νe appearance search by MINOS [39] has already started ap-
proaching the region of the parameter space favored by solar
data.

We begin by asking what the NSI sensitivity of MINOS is in

1 Which is indeed true for, e.g., εµτ . In that case, one expects νµ → ντ
conversion at high energy.
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FIG. 2: Here we examine MINOS sensitivity to NSI in the nor-
mal (upper panel) and inverted hierarchy (lower). The lighter re-
gion comes from varying the vacuum phase δ with SM physics only,
while the darker regions come from including NSI with |εeτ | = 0.4
and varying the NSI phase with the vacuum phase set to zero.

to [12] we have taken only |εeτ | nonzero and restored explic-
itly the phases of both the vacuum and the NSI pieces. For
typical energies Eν = 2 GeV, θ23 = π/4, and θ13 = 8.7◦, the
relevant parameters in the problem are

∆sin2θ13 = 0.87×10−13 eV, (6)√
2GF ne cosθ23 = 0.76×10−13 eV, (7)

∆⊙ sin2θ12 = 0.09×10−13 eV. (8)

The physics behind the general form of Eq. (3) can be
understood as follows. The νµ → νe conversion amplitude
receives contributions from two frequencies, related to the
“atmospheric” (∆1 � 2∆) and the smaller “matter” (∆2 �
−
√

2GF ne) splittings (the “solar” ∆⊙ is smaller still and is
for simplicity neglected). In the standard case (no NSI), the
term ∆sin2θ13eiδ drives the conversion νµ → νe with the at-
mospheric oscillation frequency, as captured by the G1 term
in Eq. (3). The smaller off-diagonal “solar” term ∆⊙ sin2θ12,
captured by the G2 term, also drives the transition, but with a
smaller frequency, ∆2.

The standard CP violation search is based on the interfer-
ence of the terms in Eqs. (6) and (8). The magnitude of in-

terference is dictated by the phase δ , which is responsible for
CP violation, and by the oscillation phases, arg

�
ei∆1,2L −1

�
,

in the two channels. Furthermore, since the solar term (8) is
an order of magnitude smaller than the atmospheric one, CP
violation appears as a subleading effect, modifying the lead-
ing probability due to Eq. (6) by at most ∼ 20% (when the
interference is maximally constructive or destructive). Its ob-
servation thus requires sufficient experimental precision.

The presence of nonzero εeτ NSI modifies the amplitudes
of both channels. Physically, ordinary oscillations generate
ντ , which εeτ then converts into νe. With |εeτ | of order 0.2-
0.4 and Eν ∼ 2 GeV, the hierarchy of terms in Eqs. (6,7,8)
becomes: atm > NSI > sol. Thus, the expected NSI effect is
still subleading, but in general larger than the standard signal
of CP violation. The observable effect of NSI then depends at
leading order on the relative phase δν −δ . As an illustration,
when this relative phase is zero and |εeτ |= 0.2, one expects a
∼ 30% enhancement on top of the leading atmospheric prob-
ability.

We finish this section with two important corollaries to the
above discussion. First, since ordinary oscillations form the
necessary first stage of the conversion, at high neutrino energy
Eν , the νe → νµ conversion probability goes to zero even in
the presence of nonzero εeτ . Thus, while naively one might
expect nonstandard matter effects to be cleanly manifested
at high energies1, this is not so for εeτ . The best energy to
probe εeτ in νµ → νe conversion is at the appearance maxi-
mum. Thus, NOνA (and and its proposed successor, LBNE)
are suitable experiments to look for this type of new physics.

The second observation is that the recent measurement of
large θ13 is crucial in giving MINOS, NOνA, and LBNE sen-
sitivity to NSI, since the NSI-driven conversion interferes with
the “standard” amplitude driven by θ13. As an illustration,
consider the fact that with θ13 = 0 and |εeτ | = 0.2 this prob-
ability at NOνA is below 0.005, even with constructive NSI-
solar interference. This signal is certainly below the sensitiv-
ity reach of the next generation of long-baseline experiments.
To get an observable signal at MINOS, P

�
νµ → νe

�
∼ 0.05,

with θ13 = 0 requires large NSI, |εeτ | ≈ 0.9 [12]. Since in
the past year the value of θ13 was measured to be sufficiently
large, it is time to revisit the sensitivity of MINOS to NSI.

III. MINOS

Of the long-baseline oscillation experiments that already
have data, MINOS provides the best sensitivity to NSI. This is
due to their relatively long baseline and the resolution of their
P(νµ → νe) measurements. In fact, as we show below, the
νe appearance search by MINOS [39] has already started ap-
proaching the region of the parameter space favored by solar
data.

We begin by asking what the NSI sensitivity of MINOS is in

1 Which is indeed true for, e.g., εµτ . In that case, one expects νµ → ντ
conversion at high energy.

MINOS and “solar-
inspired” NSI

• Interference makes for a pretty 
large effect

• Useful constraint already 
possible

• On the other hand, NSI can 
confuse the hierarchies

• Need more sensitivity. NOνA?
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NOvA bi-probability: standard case

• Interference between solar and atm. 
terms depends on the phase

• Instead of plotting the energy spectrum 
people often show the “bi-probability” 
plot (Minakata, Nunokawa, JHEP 2001).

• Esp. useful for NOνA, since it’s a 
narrow band off-axis beam with E ~ 2 
GeV
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But what if there are also NSI?

• Let’s take εeτ = +0.4, as in the 
earlier solar plot
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Next step: vary the NSI phase

• Let’s take a different 
approach: we don’t care 
about solar data, just 
trying to constrain NSI.

• Take small |εeτ| ~ 0.2, vary 
its phase freely

• The result is big regions 
in the bi-probability space
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Qualitatively different possibilities

1.Large deviation from the 
standard ellipses: detection of 
new physics + mass hierarchy!

2.Large deviation from the 
standard ellipses: detection of 
new physics, but mass 
hierarchy is confused

3.Mass hierarchy measured, but 
no don’t know if NSI or not

4.Complete confusion
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 theta23 confusion: octant measurement?
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Degeneracies for point 4

7
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FIG. 5: An illustration of some of the NOνA degeneracies at 2
GeV in ν mode (top) and ν mode (bottom). All curves assume
the normal hierarchy. The blue (solid) curve is without NSI and
setting the vacuum phase to δ = π . The remaining curves all
have NSI of the same magnitude |εeτ | = 0.2, but take (δ ,δν ) =
(3.98,π/4),(0.55,1.1),(2.14,3π/4), in the green (dashed), red (dot-
ted), and magenta (dash-dotted) curves respectively. Note that the
choice of phases produce degenerate results at 2 GeV in both neutri-
nos and antineutrinos.

NSI explanations.

(4) No NSI or hierarchy determination. The point (P,P) =
(0.04,0.03) (� in Fig 4) is an example of one of the
worst cases for NOνA to have a clear signal of any as
of yet unknown parameters. At such a point, one cannot
rule out the existence of NSI or establish the sign of the
hierarchy.

We further illustrate the degeneracy of the last point � in
Fig. 5, where we plot the conversion probability as a function
of energy. One of the curves has only standard physics and
δ = π , while the other three curves have NSI with different
choices of the vacuum and ν-phase. Both neutrino and an-
tineutrino curves intersect at Eν = 2 GeV and with a narrow
band setup of NOνA give the same event rates. Importantly,
the degeneracy is not absolute and can be broken by measure-
ments at different energies and/or baselines. We will return to
this in the next section.
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FIG. 6: Here we have fixed the neutrino energy to 2 GeV, and plot-
ted the ensuing values of P(νµ → νe) and P(νµ → νe) for NOνA.
The outer (inner) cylinder regions refer to SM only interactions, for
the normal (blue) and inverted (red) hierarchy, the angle θ23 vary-
ing within its presently (large, light cylinders) and future (small,
dark cylinders) allowed 90% CL region centered on π/4. The larger
shaded regions come from fixing |εeτ | = 0.2 and varying both the
vacuum and the matter phases.

Before concluding our discussion of NOνA, it is worth
mentioning yet another type of degeneracy, which exists be-
tween the standard oscillation parameter θ23 and NSI. The un-
derlying physics behind this degeneracy is evident from the
analytical form of the probability in Eq. (3): the change of G1
due to NSI can be partially undone2 by appropriately modify-
ing the factor of sin2θ23. We have already seen an example
of this degeneracy in the case of MINOS, where the effect of
NSI could be partially undone by adjusting the value of θ23.
Let us now describe, quantitatively, this degeneracy at NOνA.

Once again, we turn to the bi-probability plane. The ef-
fect of varying θ23 in this plane – assuming standard physics
only – is to shift the solid ellipses in Fig. 3 toward and away
from the origin (cf. [42]). In other words, varying θ23 turns
the ellipses into cylinders. We illustrate this in Fig. 6, which
generalizes Fig. 4 to the case of uncertain θ23. The filled back-
ground regions are once again obtained by varying δ and δν ,
assuming fixed |εeτ |= 0.2 and θ23 = π/4. The lightly shaded
foreground cylinders are the result of setting |εeτ | to zero and
varying δ over its full range and θ23 over the range allowed
by the Super-Kamiokande atmospheric data3 sin2 2θ23 > 0.93.

2 The degeneracy is clearly partial, even for unconstrained θ23, since sin2θ23
is real, while G1 is complex.

3 The values of sin2 2θ23 inferred from the Super-Kamiokande data actually
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FIG. 5: An illustration of some of the NOνA degeneracies at 2
GeV in ν mode (top) and ν mode (bottom). All curves assume
the normal hierarchy. The blue (solid) curve is without NSI and
setting the vacuum phase to δ = π . The remaining curves all
have NSI of the same magnitude |εeτ | = 0.2, but take (δ ,δν ) =
(3.98,π/4),(0.55,1.1),(2.14,3π/4), in the green (dashed), red (dot-
ted), and magenta (dash-dotted) curves respectively. Note that the
choice of phases produce degenerate results at 2 GeV in both neutri-
nos and antineutrinos.

NSI explanations.

(4) No NSI or hierarchy determination. The point (P,P) =
(0.04,0.03) (� in Fig 4) is an example of one of the
worst cases for NOνA to have a clear signal of any as
of yet unknown parameters. At such a point, one cannot
rule out the existence of NSI or establish the sign of the
hierarchy.

We further illustrate the degeneracy of the last point � in
Fig. 5, where we plot the conversion probability as a function
of energy. One of the curves has only standard physics and
δ = π , while the other three curves have NSI with different
choices of the vacuum and ν-phase. Both neutrino and an-
tineutrino curves intersect at Eν = 2 GeV and with a narrow
band setup of NOνA give the same event rates. Importantly,
the degeneracy is not absolute and can be broken by measure-
ments at different energies and/or baselines. We will return to
this in the next section.
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FIG. 6: Here we have fixed the neutrino energy to 2 GeV, and plot-
ted the ensuing values of P(νµ → νe) and P(νµ → νe) for NOνA.
The outer (inner) cylinder regions refer to SM only interactions, for
the normal (blue) and inverted (red) hierarchy, the angle θ23 vary-
ing within its presently (large, light cylinders) and future (small,
dark cylinders) allowed 90% CL region centered on π/4. The larger
shaded regions come from fixing |εeτ | = 0.2 and varying both the
vacuum and the matter phases.

Before concluding our discussion of NOνA, it is worth
mentioning yet another type of degeneracy, which exists be-
tween the standard oscillation parameter θ23 and NSI. The un-
derlying physics behind this degeneracy is evident from the
analytical form of the probability in Eq. (3): the change of G1
due to NSI can be partially undone2 by appropriately modify-
ing the factor of sin2θ23. We have already seen an example
of this degeneracy in the case of MINOS, where the effect of
NSI could be partially undone by adjusting the value of θ23.
Let us now describe, quantitatively, this degeneracy at NOνA.

Once again, we turn to the bi-probability plane. The ef-
fect of varying θ23 in this plane – assuming standard physics
only – is to shift the solid ellipses in Fig. 3 toward and away
from the origin (cf. [42]). In other words, varying θ23 turns
the ellipses into cylinders. We illustrate this in Fig. 6, which
generalizes Fig. 4 to the case of uncertain θ23. The filled back-
ground regions are once again obtained by varying δ and δν ,
assuming fixed |εeτ |= 0.2 and θ23 = π/4. The lightly shaded
foreground cylinders are the result of setting |εeτ | to zero and
varying δ over its full range and θ23 over the range allowed
by the Super-Kamiokande atmospheric data3 sin2 2θ23 > 0.93.

2 The degeneracy is clearly partial, even for unconstrained θ23, since sin2θ23
is real, while G1 is complex.

3 The values of sin2 2θ23 inferred from the Super-Kamiokande data actually
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Solution: go to longer baseline!
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What about |εeτ| ~ 0.4?
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Digression: LHC

• Was designed to find the Higgs

• Specifically, detectors were 
optimized for H → γγ 

• The discovery made front page 
of almost every newspaper in 
the world!
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Exotic Limits
58

SUSY, Extra dim, techni-stuff, ...
LHC, part II:

 new physics searches 
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Kevin BurkettMarch 10, 2006

Example Candidate Event

7

ET(Jet) = 361 GeV

Missing ET = 350 GeV

Collider NSI bounds: 
LHC Monojet searches

• “monojet” events contain a 
single prominent jet recoiling 
against “nothing”

• “nothing” could be, e.g., dark 
matter particles, extra-dim KK 
gravitons, etc

Kevin BurkettMarch 10, 2006

Example Candidate Event

7

ET(Jet) = 361 GeV

Missing ET = 350 GeV

Kevin BurkettMarch 10, 2006

Example Candidate Event

7

ET(Jet) = 361 GeV

Missing ET = 350 GeV
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Neutrinos are Backgrounds

• Standard Model physics that leads to monojet events

• jet + Z ➞ jet + νν-bar

• jet + W ➞ jet + eν

• ➞ jet + μν

• ➞ jet + τν

• NSI modify BG rate

• May fake DM/KK states
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Figure 4: Measured leading-jet pT distributions for the LowPt (top) and HighPt
(bottom) analyses compared to background predictions. Only statistical uncer-
tainties on the data are shown. The systematic uncertainties on the total number
of predicted events are 9% for the LowPt region and 12% for the HighPt region.

of the multi-jets background from data is not possible due to the
small number of events. The PYTHIAMC predicts a negligible
contribution.
The cosmic ray and beam-related backgrounds are estimated

from empty and unpaired proton bunches in the collider that
fulfill the event selection criteria. This estimate also accounts
for the probability of overlaps between background contribu-
tions and genuine proton-proton collisions leading to monojet
signatures. A total of 2.4±1.1 non-collision background events
are predicted in the LowPt analysis, while the contribution in
the HighPt region is negligible.
The SM background predictions are summarized in Table 1

and are found to be consistent with the number of observed
events in the data of 611 and 39 for the LowPt and HighPt
selections, respectively. The main systematic uncertainties in
the electroweak backgrounds come from the normalization un-
certainties, which are dominated by the statistics in the data
control samples. The statistical uncertainties listed in Table 1
come from the limited number of events in the MC samples.
A comparison of the SM predictions to the measured EmissT and
leading-jet pT distributions are provided in Figures 3 and 4, re-
spectively. Good agreement is observed in all cases.

Background Predictions ± (stat.) ± (syst.)
LowPt Selection HighPt Selection

Z (! !!̄)+jets 357 ± 12 ± 25 25.4 ± 2.6 ± 2.8
W(! "!)+jets 139 ± 5 ± 36 7.8 ± 1 ± 2.3
W(! µ!)+jets 70 ± 4 ± 5 3.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.4
W(! e!)+jets 59 ± 3 ± 15 3.0 ± 0.7 ± 0.9
Multi-jets 24 ± 5 ± 14 "

Z/##(! "+"")+jets 2.6 ± 0.5 ± 0.7 "
Z/##(! µ+µ")+jets 1.9 ± 0.4 ± 0.1 "

top 0.96 ± 0.04 ± 0.2 "
#+jets 0.35 ± 0.17 ± 0.5 "

Z/##(! e+e")+jets " "
Non-collision Background 2.4 ± 0.5 ± 1.1 "

Total Background 657 ± 15 ± 62 40 ± 2.9 ± 4.8
Events in Data (33 pb"1) 611 39

Table 1: Number of observed events and predicted background events, includ-
ing statistical and systematic uncertainties. The statistical uncertainties are due
to limited MC statistics. The dominant systematic uncertainties come from
the limited statistics in the data control regions. The systematic uncertain-
ties on W(! µ!)+jets, Z/##(! µ+µ")+jets, and Z (! !!̄)+jets predictions
are fully correlated. Similarly, the systematic uncertainties on W(! e!)+jets,
W(! "!)+jets, and Z/##(! "+"")+jets are fully correlated.

6. Data Interpretation and Limits
Since the number of events observed in the LowPt and

HighPt regions are found to be consistent with the background
predictions, as shown in Table 1, 95% confidence level (CL)
upper limits are set on the cross-section times acceptance and
on the value of MD as a function of the number of extra dimen-
sions. All limits are computed using theCLs modified frequen-
tist approach [31].
The 95% CL upper limits on cross section times acceptance

are calculated considering the systematic uncertainties on the
backgrounds and on the integrated luminosity. The resulting
values are 3.26 pb and 0.51 pb for the LowPt and HighPt anal-
ysis, respectively.
To obtain limits on the ADD parameters MD and R, model-

dependent uncertainties on the signal cross sections and accep-
tances must be determined and included in the limit calculation.
For graviton production in the ADD scenario, a low-energy

e!ective field theory [32] with energy scale MD is used to cal-
culate the signal cross section considering the contribution of
di!erent graviton mass modes. Signal samples corresponding
to a number of extra dimensions varying between 2 and 6 are
considered, with the renormalization and factorization scales
set to 1

2M
2
G+ p

2
T , where MG is the graviton mass and pT denotes

the transverse momentum of the recoiling parton. The samples
are generated using the PYTHIAMC programwith the ATLAS
MC09 tuning defining all parameters including the MRST2007
LO# PDF set. The yields for CTEQ6.6 PDFs [33] are obtained
by reweighting these samples. All generated samples are passed
through the full detector simulation, and are reconstructed and
analyzed with the same analysis chain as for the data.
The approximation used in the calculation of the signal cross

sections is expected to be valid only if the scales involved in the
hard interaction are significantly smaller than MD. An estimate
of the relative importance of the signal predictions in the un-

5

ATLAS, arXiv:1106.5327, Phys. Lett. B 2011
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Do NSI remain contact at the LHC energies?

• If yes, bounds in the Table

• Notice that these NSI are per 
quark! Keep in mind when 
comparing to NSIs in oscillation 
experiments

• But what if the NSI are not 
contact?

• No longer “model-independent”

3

interactions leading to (1) can be written as the following
dimension-6 operators

Ldim−6
NSI = −

2εqPαβ
v2

(Lαγ
µ
Lβ)(qγµPq), (2)

where L = (ν, �) is the lepton doublet and v
2 = 1/

√
2GF .

These operators are very strongly bounded by processes
involving charged leptons �. It has been argued, how-
ever, that Eq. (2) should not be used to derive model-
independent bounds, as the NSI could also arise from
more complicated effective operators. If such operators
involve the Higgs field, the obvious SU(2)L connection
may be broken [14, 26–28]. Typical examples are mod-
els where (1) arises from dimension-8 operators of the
form [27]

Ldim−8
NSI = −

4εqPαβ
v4

(HLαγ
µ
HLβ)(qγµPq), (3)

with H being the Higgs doublet. In defining the coeffi-
cient of the operator we used the fact that in the unitary
gauge H

†
H → (v + h)2 /2, with h the Higgs field. In

this case the low-energy Lagrangian (1) need not be ac-
companied by same-strength operators involving charged
leptons.

Lastly, let us note that even the NSI Lagrangian (3)
will inevitably contribute to charged lepton processes at
high energies [29]. We will see in Sec. VB that the op-
erator in Eq. (3) does indeed produce charged leptons at
the LHC, at potentially detectable levels.

III. MONOJET BOUNDS ON NEUTRINO

CONTACT INTERACTIONS

At the simplest level, the four fermion operator in
Eq. (1) gives rise to the distinctive but invisible pro-
cess qq̄ → νανβ . This event is rendered visible if for
example one of the initial state quarks radiates a gluon,
qq̄ → νανβg. This along with the two other diagrams in-
volving quark-gluon initial states shown in Fig. 2 consti-
tute the monojet plus missing transverse energy (MET)
signal we consider here:

pp (pp̄) → j ν̄ανβ , j = q, q, g. (4)

Analogous constraints on NSI [27] and dark matter [30]
involving electrons arise at e+e− colliders where instead
of a jet one has a photon in the final state.

Below, in Sec. IIIA, we describe our derivation of
the bounds from the LHC (ATLAS [31]) and Tevatron
(CDF [4, 5, 32]) data, assuming the interactions remain
contact for all relevant energies. The summary of these
bounds is presented in Table I. We note that these con-
straints improve considerably the corresponding bounds
on εeτ , εττ , εee, as reported in [28].

Given that the LHC is already at the frontier of
neutrino-quark interactions, it is natural to ask how these

CDF ATLAS [31]

GSNP [32] ADD [4, 5] LowPt HighPt veryHighPt

εuPαβ=α 0.45 0.51 0.40 0.19 0.17

εdPαβ=α 1.12 1.43 0.54 0.28 0.26

εuPαβ �=α 0.32 0.36 0.28 0.13 0.12

εdPαβ �=α 0.79 1.00 0.38 0.20 0.18

TABLE I: Bounds on the contact NSI from the CDF and

ATLAS monojet + MET searches. The CDF bounds are

based on 1.1 fb
−1

of data and are shown for two sets of cuts,

the softer “Generic Search for New Physics” (GSNP) cuts [32]

and the harder ones optimized for the ADD searches [4, 5].

The ATLAS bounds are based on 1 fb
−1

for the three different
cuts analyzed in [31]. All bounds correspond to 95% C.L. The

bounds do not depend on the neutrino flavor α,β = e, µ, τ nor

on the chirality P = L,R of the quark. We assume only one

coefficient at a time is turned on. When several coefficients

contribute the bound reads as shown in Eq. (6).

q/q

q/q

νβ

να

g

q/q

g

νβ

να

q/q

q/q

g

νβ

να

q/q

FIG. 2: Feynman diagrams contributing to the monojet sig-

nal (4), with time flowing from left to right. The shaded blobs

denote the NSI contact interaction. At the 7 TeV LHC the qq
initial state contributes approximately the 70% of the signal.

bounds will change in the near future, as more data is
collected and analyzed. In Section III B we attempt to
make some informed projections of the bounds, conclud-
ing that a significant improvement in the bounds will only
be achieved once systematics are reduced. We note that
although CMS also has a monojet study with a compa-
rable data set [33], we use the ATLAS study precisely
because of its careful discussion of the systematics.
We also examine the effect of the event selection crite-

ria as a determinant in setting the bounds. In particular,
note that while the hardest pT cut of the five selection cri-
teria in Table I yields the strongest bound in the contact
limit, the same is not true in the light mediator regime,
as we show in Sec. IV.

A. Analysis details

The standard model (SM) monojet backgrounds are
primarily due to pp(pp̄) → jZ → jνν, pp(pp̄) → jW →
j�ν where the charged lepton is missed, and multi-jet
QCD events [31–33].
The CDF collaboration released its monojet data with

two sets of cuts. One is designed for a generic search for
new physics (henceforth, the GSNP cut) [32], the other
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LHC and Tevatron monojet 
constraints
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Contact:
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Conclusions NSI

• Neutrino NSI may represent a “portal” to new physics

• Solar neutrinos may be providing a hint. Not excluded by other experiments.

• Sensitivity of long-baseline experiments benefits from large θ13 (interference!)

• Additional source of CP-violation! What have you measured?

• Multiple baselines, spectral information desired to correctly interpret data and 
understand degeneracies.

• Connections to collider experiments, dark matter searches, stellar cooling, etc

• Very interesting physics!
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